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Changes in DTI Diffusivity and fMRI Connectivity Cluster
Coefficients for Students with and without Specific Learning
Disabilities In Written Language: Brain¶s Response to Writing
Instruction
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Before and after computerized writing instruction,
participants completed assessment with normed measures
and DTI and fMRI connectivity scanning. Evidence-based
differential diagnosis was used at time 1 to assign them to
diagnostic groups: typical oral and written language (n=6),
dysgraphia (impaired handwriting, n=10), dyslexia (impaired
word spelling and reading, n=20), and OWL LD (impaired
syntax construction, n=6). The instruction was aimed at
subword letter writing, word spelling, and syntax composing.
With p <.001 to control for multiple comparisons, the
following significant findings were observed in academic
achievement, DTI (radial diffusivity RD, axial diffusivity AD,
and mean diffusivity MD), and graph cluster coefficients for
fMRI connectivity. A time effect (pre-post intervention
increase) in handwriting and oral construction of sentence
syntax was significant; but diagnostic group effects were
significant for dictated spelling and creation of word-specific
spellings, with the dyslexia and OWL LD groups scoring
lower than the typical control or dysgraphia groups. For RD a
time effect occurred in anterior corona radiata and superior
frontal. For AD a time effect occurred in superior corona
radiata, superior frontal region, middle frontal gyrus, and
superior longitudinal fasciculus. For MD a time effect
occurred in the same regions as AD and also anterior coronal
radiata. A diagnostic group effect occurred for graph cluster
coefficients in fMRI connectivity while writing the next letter
in alphabet from memory; but the diagnostic group x time
interaction was not significant. The only significant time x
treatment interaction occurred in right inferior frontal gyrus
associated with orthographic coding. Compared to time 1,
cluster coefficients increased at time 2 in all groups except in
the dysgraphia group in which they decreased. Implications
of results are discussed for response to instruction (RTI)
versus evidence-based differential diagnosis for identifying
students with SLDs in writing which may be best understood
at both the behavioral and brain levels of analysis.

SLDs may involve writing but at different levels (units) of
language.
Although oral language disabilities emerge in the preschool
years they often also involve oral and written language disabilities
during the school years (1, 5, 6, 7). The hallmark impairment of
those oral and written language disabilities has been shown to be
syntax processing and production which can interfere with listening
comprehension, oral expression, reading comprehension, and or
written expression (8). Dyslexia is typically thought to be a disorder
in phonological decoding, that is, pronouncing nonwords without
meaning based on alphabetic principle; but the persisting hallmark
impairment has been shown in many research studies to be written
word spelling (9, 10). Dysgraphia is often thought to be a
handwriting disorder related to motor dysfunction, but
programmatic research has shown that it is a written language
disorder in which the hallmark impairment is legible and automatic
subword letter formation out of or in word context (11).
The goals of the current study were, therefore, to investigate
whether (a) students with SLDs in writing disabilities at different
levels of language (subword, word, or syntax) respond the same in
response to writing instruction aimed at all levels of written
language, and (b) students with these contrasting writing disabilities
respond the same as typically developing writers without SLDs in
writing. Both behavioral response to instruction (behavioral RTI)
assessed with clinical measures and brain response to instruction
(brain RTI) assessed with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and fMRI
functional connectivity imaging were evaluated. White matter
microstructure has previously been shown to change in response to
short-term learning (12). In the current study writing instruction
was provided during the study in multiple levels of writing, ranging
from subword letter formation to word spelling to syntax
construction; and RTI was evaluated for white matter
microstructure change in both those with and without SLDs. Also,
instead of examining changes in BOLD response in a region of
interest (ROI) or from a seed with different regions in separate
analyses, the current study applied complex network analysis based
on graph theory to evaluate changes in fMRI connectivity. To apply
complex network analysis/graph theory (13), functional networks
were constructed based on correlation of the time-course of the
BOLD signal. Finally, significant changes in gray matter-white
matter correlations in response to writing instruction were
also examined.

Differential Diagnosis of SLDs in Writing | Behavioral Response to
Writing Intervention | Brain Response to Writing Intervention | DTI
Diffusivity | Graph Analysis of fMRI Cluster Coefficients | Changes
in White Matter-Gray Matter Correlations

Introduction
Epidemiological studies have shown that among schoolage children and youth, different kinds of specific learning
disabilities (SLDs) occur in oral language (1), reading (2), and
writing (3). Compared to the reading disabilities, relatively less
research has focused on writing disabilities (3); and despite
considerable progress in understanding early writing
development (4), less is understood about the persisting
SLDs in oral and/or written language despite early
intervention at and/or outside school. However, all of these
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Research Questions Addressed
Research Question 1: Is there evidence at the behavioral level
that participants with and without specific learning disabilities
(SLDs) affecting writing improved in writing and writing-related
skills from before to after completing the computerized lessons
aimed at all levels of language in the functional writing system?

and beyond verbal comprehension and multiple components of
working memory supporting language learning (16). The overall
criteria for the four diagnostic groups are now summarized.
Typical writer control. There was no parent report of past
current struggles with handwriting, spelling, composing,
reading. There was no evidence on clinical normed measures
hallmark impairments in handwriting, spelling, composing,
reading.

Research Question 2: If improvement is shown at the behavioral
level, is there also evidence that participants changed at the
neurological level in white matter integrity (research question
2a) and/or gray matter clustering coefficients (research question
2b) as well as the white matter-gray matter correlations
(research question 2c)?

Dysgraphia. There were parent reported past and current history of
persisting struggles with handwriting but not with reading. On
clinical normed measures there was evidence of hallmark
impairments on at least two handwriting measures but not on
reading measures.

Research Question 3: Do typical controls respond at the
behavioral and brain levels of analysis to the same writing
instruction? If so, this would show that simply analyzing RTI
may be informative but is not sufficient alone to diagnose SLDs.

Dyslexia. There were parent reported past and current history of
persisting struggles with spelling and word reading despite early
intervention. On clinical normed measures there was evidence of
hallmark impairments on at least two spelling measures
(recognizing or producing correct spellings). Both on parent
reported past and current history and normed measures there could
not be indicators of oral language disabilities at the syntax or text
level; however, consistent with the cascading levels of language
differential diagnosis model (14), co-occurring handwriting
problems (a lower level language skill than word- level spelling)
were not an exclusion criterion.

Methods
Ascertainment of Participants and Assignment to Diagnostic
Groups

Prior to the first imaging session or intervention, all participants,
who had been recruited for persisting writing disabilities in
grades 4 to 9, had completed comprehensive diagnostic
assessment and had been assigned to one of four groups based
on absence or presence of hallmark impairments in cascading
levels of written language as described in (14). These groups are
typical oral and written language learner control, dysgraphia,
dyslexia or oral and written language learning disability (OWL
LD).
For both typically developing language learners (15) and
those with dysgraphia, dyslexia, or OWL LD (16), Verbal
Comprehension on a widely used normed measure of intellectual
ability explained significant variance in writing and reading
achievement. Likewise, a recent study that compared the
verbally gifted with and without SLDs and the verbally average
with and without SLDs supported the importance of including
Verbal Comprehension Index on the Wechsler Scales in
diagnostic assessment for SLDs in written language (17). None
of these findings, however, support defining SLDs on the basis
of discrepancy between Full Scale Scores on the Wechsler
Scales and reading or writing achievement. Thus, the evidencebased procedures (14, 16) used in the current study required that
Verbal Comprehension Index scores on the Wechsler Scale
(18) fall at least within the lower limit of the normal range (--1
1/3 SD or standard score of 80). Exclusion criteria included
developmental disabilities and brain injuries.
In addition, there was a further requirement for inclusion into
an SLD diagnostic group. There had to be evidence that the
hallmark impairment for an SLD diagnostic group had been
persisting during middle childhood and early adolescence
despite early literacy intervention; or for the typical controls, no
evidence of having ever struggled in literacy learning. That is
because prior research showed brain differences between
students with persisting reading problems who were not
treatment responders for early intervention in reading and the
early responders who did respond readily (19). Furthermore,
assignment to diagnostic group in the current sample was based
on learning profiles for levels of language affected in hallmark
writing impairment in dysgraphia (handwriting), dyslexia
(spelling), or OWL LD (syntax) or lack of hallmark language
impairment (typical writer controls). Such learning profiles
contributed uniquely to writing and reading achievement over
ISSN 2377-2700 | www.jnsci.org/content/350
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OWL LD. There were parent reported past history of early
emergence of oral language problems during the preschool years,
and despite early intervention, persisting oral and written language
problems during the school years involving syntax (and text) such
as listening comprehension, oral expression, reading
comprehension, and/or written expression. On clinical normed
measures there was evidence of hallmark impairments on at least
two oral or written language measures involving syntax or text.
Both on parent reported past and current history and on normed
measures there had to be evidence of hallmark impairments at the
syntax level of language. However, consistent with the cascading
levels of language differential diagnosis model, co-occurring
handwriting or spelling problems (lower level skills) were not
exclusion criteria.
Research Design for the Current Imaging Study

After assignment to diagnostic groups, the participants completed
the brain imaging study; measures of DTI white matter integrity
and fMRI measures of functional connectivity, were obtained. After
the first brain imaging session participants were enrolled in an
instructional intervention study. A unique feature of these lessons
was that instruction was aimed at all levels of language close in
time to create a functional writing system: subword level letter
production, word level decoding and spelling, and syntax level of
composition. The learning activities included specialized
instruction for (a) handwriting (strategies for letter formation and
automatic retrieval of letters in alphabetic order from memory), (b)
spelling (interrelationships among phonology, orthography, and
morphology in the spelling direction for English, a
morphophonemic orthography, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24), and (c) syntax
composing, for example word order and content/function words;
see (25). Thus, the lessons were designed to include not only
learning activities for impaired writing skills for each of three
specific SLD diagnoses (dysgraphia, dyslexia, and OWL LD) but
also to facilitate writing of typically developing writers who also
may benefit from teaching to all levels of language to create a
functional writing system. After completing the 18 computerized
2
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lessons, the participants completed a second imaging session,
and the battery of achievement tests administered as part of the
diagnostic assessment was also given again.

inversion pulse delay 1100 ms, Sense factor 2 in the AP direction,
acquisition time 5:33 min/s; 6) diffusion tensor imaging with echoplanar spin-echo diffusion pulse sequence: TR/TE 8593/78 ms,
slice orientation transverse, Field of view 220 × 220 × 128 mm,
voxel size 2.2 × 2.2 × 2.0 mm, bvalues 0 and 1000, output images 1
bvalue at 0 and 32 bvalues at 1000 with 32 different diffusion
vector non-colinear directions, SoftTone factor 4.0, sound pressure
3.1 dB, bandwidth in the EPI frequency direction 1557.7 Hz, epi
factor 57, acquisition time 9:35.7 min/s; and 7) fMRI during the
writing tasks: same parameters as with the Resting State fMRI
described above except with dynamic scans 387, acquisition time
13:08 min/s.

Sample Characteristics

Altogether 42 upper elementary and middle school participants
(22 males and 20 females; grades 4 to 9; average age 11 years 10
months) completed brain imaging before and after they
completed 18 lessons of specialized writing instruction. For DTI
one participant did not have usable data at both time 1 and time
2 (N=41): control (n=6), dysgraphia (n=10), dyslexia (n=19),
and OWL LD (n=6). For fMRI gray matter graph analyses, two
did not have usable data at both time 1 and time 2 (N=40):
controls (n=6), dysgraphia (n=10), dyslexia (n=20), and OWL
LD (n=4).
Ethnicity was primarily European American (80.5%), but
also $VLDQ$PHULFDQ  DQGRWKHUPL[HG  3DUHQWV¶
level of education ranged from less than high school (mothers,
0%; fathers 2.4%), to high school (2.4%, mothers; 2.4% fathers),
to more than high school, less than college (7.1%, mothers;
9.5%, father), to college (42.9%, mothers, 33.3%, fathers), to
more than college (4.7%, mothers; 9.5%, fathers).

fMRI writing tasks. It was possible to study writing during
imaging by using a novel MRI-compatible stylus, which allows
participants to write while in the scanner and stores what they
write concurrently and is registered in time with the fMRI data
acquisition for subsequent analyses (27). Two kinds of writing
tasks were compared. One involved only sublexical handwriting.
One involved lexical spelling and sublexical handwriting..
Although planning was assessed during scanning, and the written
compositions written after scanning, results for these tasks were
reported earlier (28) and not in the current study. During the fMRI
writing tasks, a mirror system enabled the participant in the
scanner to see the instructions and task on a screen. The tasks and
writing pad recordings were all programmed, timed, and
coordinated with the scanner triggers using E-prime and in-house
LabView software.

Imaging of White Matter and Gray Matter

All scans were acquired at the Diagnostic Imaging Sciences
Center in collaboration with the Integrated Brain Imaging Center
and had Institutional Review Board approval. First diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) scans and then functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) scans were obtained for all 42
children on a Philips 3 T Achieva scanner (release 3.2.2 with the
32- channel head coil) to obtain measures of structural white
matter integrity and functional connectivity, respectively.
Participants practiced lying still before entering the scanner and
were instructed to lie still throughout the scanning. They also
practiced the tasks before scanning and had to achieve 90%
accuracy to continue participation.
Each participant was screened for MRI safety before
entering the scanner. Physiological monitoring was performed
using the Philips pulse oximeter placed on the left hand index
finger for cardiac recording; and respiration was recorded using
the Philips bellows system where the air-filled bellows pad was
placed on the abdomen. Head-immobilization was aided by
using an inflatable head-stabilization system (Crania, Elekta).

fMRI alphabet writing task. The task was to write the letter that
sequentially follows a visually displayed letter in alphabet order.
There were 6 seconds of instruction for the alphabet task. The
alphabet writing task lasted for 4 min and was self-paced. After the
visual display of the first letter, the child wrote the next letter in the
alphabet. When the child lifted the pen off the tablet then visual
display 2 appeared and the process repeated until the 4 minutes
were completed.
fMRI spelling writing task. The task was to write the letter in the
blank in a visually displayed letter string to create a correctly
spelled word, that is, word-specific spelling based on an
amalgamation of phonology, orthography, morphology, and
semantics (29). There were 6 seconds of instruction for spelling
followed by the spelling task that lasted for 4 minutes and was selfpaced. After visual display 1, the child wrote a letter in the blank to
complete the word spelling. When the child lifted the pen off the
tablet, visual display 2 appeared and the process repeated until the
4 minutes were completed.

MRI data acquisition. The following MRI series were
scanned: 1) 3-plane scout view with gradient echo pulse
sequence: TR/TE 9.8/4.6 ms; Field of view 250 × 250 × 50 mm;
acquisition time 30.3 s; 2) reference scan (used in parallel
imaging) with gradient echo pulse sequence: TR/TE 4.0/0.75
ms; Field of View 530 × 530 × 300 mm; acquisition time 44.4 s;
3) Resting State fMRI scan with echo-planar gradient echo pulse
sequence (single shot): TR/TE 2000/25 ms; Field of view 240 ×
240 × 99 mm; slice orientation transverse, acquisition voxel size
3.0 × 3.08 × 3.0 mm; acquisition matrix 80 × 80 × 33; slice
thickness 3.0, SENSE factor in the AP direction 2.3; epi factor
37; bandwidth in the EPI frequency direction 1933 Hz, SoftTone
factor 3.5, sound pressure 6.1 dB, 180 dynamic scans; 5 dummy
scans; fold over direction AP, acquisition time 6:14 min/s; 4) B0
field map imaging with gradient echo pulse sequence and 2
echos; TR/TE 11/6.3 ms; delta TE 1.0 ms; slice orientation
transverse, Field of view 240 × 240 × 129 mm; voxel size 1.5 ×
1.5 × 3.0 mm; acquisition matrix 160 × 160 × 43, output image
magnitude and phase, acquisition time 2:29 min/s; 5) MPRAGE
structural scan: TR/TE 7.7/3.5 ms, Field of view 256 × 256 ×
176 mm, slice orientation sagittal, voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm,
ISSN 2377-2700 | www.jnsci.org/content/350

Brain Data Analyses
Diffusion tensor imaging analysis. Three kinds of diffusivity were
analyzed (30, 31, 32): Radial Diffusivity (RD) for diffusivity in
directions perpendicular to the principal axis of diffusion, which
has been associated with the degree of myelination and number of
branching, exiting fibers; Axial Diffusivity (AD) for diffusivity
along and parallel to the principal axis, which has been associated
with the axon diameter (33, 34, but see 31 for a critical
interpretation of these indices); and Mean Diffusivity (MD). Mean
diffusivity is a measure of water diffusion which is an average
measure across all spatial directions from all angles measured by
the diffusion-weighted gradient directions. In other words, MD is
not specific for a certain diffusion direction. DTI data were
processed with DTIPrep/GTRACT software to ensure quality
control and generate the tensors (http://www.nitrc.org/
projects/dtiprep). Then custom software (GFORTRAN) was used to
3
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calculate the DTI parameters
(axial diffusivity, radial
diffusivity, mean diffusivity) from the tensors. FSL software
(tract-based spatial statistics, TBSS) was used to co-register and
prepare the DTI data for group analysis using a higher level
design matrix to perform a voxel by voxel group map
comparison between groups. FSL's randomise software, which
robustly corrects for multiple comparisons with permutation
methods (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS/UserGuide),
was used to generate the group maps, which were co-registered
to the FSL standard white matter atlas called JHU white matter
atlas (26). A regional analysis was performed within each
significant cluster. Altogether 16 brain regions were analyzed
for each of the DTI parameters described above, all on the left:
superior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, anterior corona radiata,
superior corona radiata, cingulate gyrus, genu corpus callosum,
body corpus callosum, superior frontal white matter, middle
frontal white matter, precentral white matter, cortical spinal,
cingulate white matter, forceps minor white matter, superior
longitudinal fasciculus, uncinate, and mid corpus callosum. All
of the brain regions studied were previously shown to be
significant in connectivity studies (35-38).

during the performance of many complex cognitive tasks (44); and
the strength of the within-network connectivity predicts cognitive
performance (45, 46, 47), implying that tKLV QHWZRUN LV D ³WDVNFRQWURO´ V\VWHP WKDW PD\ XQGHUOLH JOREDO FRJQLWLRQ ,Q IDFW WKHVH
networks are hypothesized to represent a dual system of top- down
control that supports cognitive ability, given their pattern of
activation and connectivity during task performance (48). The CO
network is thought to facilitate the maintenance of task-relevant
goals and the incorporation of error information to adjust behavior
(49).
Brain regions were identified based on the overlap of the 68
brains in this toolbox with the cingulo-operculum network brain
regions. Altogether 8 regions of significant fMRI connectivity
bilaterally were identified all of which were previously shown to be
significant for multiple comparison corrections as processed using
FSL software randomise: left and right cingulate gyrus, left and
right superior frontal gyrus, left and right middle frontal gyrus, left
and right inferior frontal gyrus, left and right superior temporal
gyrus, left and right insula, left and right cingulum (cingulate)
gyrus, and left and right cingulum (hippocampus). Results reported
are for clustering coefficient measures informed by graph theory.
Graph theory-based approaches model the brain as a complex
network represented graphically by a collection of nodes (50). In
the virtual graph, nodes indicate anatomical elements (e.g., brain
regions) and represent the relationships between nodes (e.g.,
connectivity). After the network modeling procedure, various
graph theoretical metrics can be used to investigate the
organizational mechanism underlying the relevant networks. The
graph-based network analyses allow us not only to visualize the
overall connectivity pattern among all the elements of the brain
(e.g., brain regions) but also to quantitatively characterize the
global organization. In addition, this approach also gives insight
into the topological reconfiguration of the brain in response to
external task modulation, ageing, disorders, or disease (51, 52, 53,
54, 55). Moreover, this approach provides a vital framework to
elucidate the relationship between brain structure and function
(57). Both structural and functional brain networks have been
demonstrated to organize intrinsically as highly modular smallworld architectures capable of efficiently transferring information
at a low wiring cost as well as formatting highly connected hub
regions (58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64). Furthermore, the utility of
graph-based techniques has been proven by an increasing number
of studies to probe potential mechanisms involved in normal
development (65, 66, 67, 68), aging (53, 69, 70), and various
brain disorders (71, 72, 73, 74, 75).
In graph theory, a clustering coefficient is a measure of the
degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together (76, 77).
Evidence suggests that in most real-world networks, and in
particular social networks, nodes tend to create tightly knit groups
characterized by a relatively high density of ties; this likelihood
tends to be greater than the average probability of a tie randomly
established between two nodes (78, 79). Two versions of this
measure exist: the global and the local. The global version was
designed to give an overall indication of the clustering in the
network, whereas the local gives an indication of the
embeddedness of single nodes (80). The main graph theory values
reported are the local clustering coefficients which come from a
vertex (node) from our set of 68 cortical brain regions (in which
case each brain region is tested as a node) and quantifies how close
its neighbors are to being a clique (complete graph). Figure 1 is an
example of a correlation matrix which was used in the graph
theory analysis from one of the typical writers in the control group.
Figure 2 is an example of functional brain network from a single
participant in the control group.

Functional connectivity analyses. Functional images were
corrected for motion using FSL MCFLIRT (39), and then highpass filtered at sigma = 20.83. Motion scores (as given in the
MCFLIRT report) were computed for each subject and average
motion score (mean absolute displacement) for each of the
groups: control 1.31 ± 1.37 mm, dysgraphic 1.50 ± 1.23 mm,
dyslexic 1.47 ± 1.03 mm, and OWL LD 1.32+/- 0.638 mm.
Spikes were identified and removed using the default parameters
in AFNI's 3dDespike. Slice-timing correction was applied with
FSL's slicetimer, and spatial smoothing was performed using a
3D Gaussian kernel with FWHM = 4.0 mm. Time series motion
parameters and the mean signal for eroded (1 mm in 3D) masks
of the lateral ventricles and white matter (derived from running
FreeSurfer's recon-all on the T1-weighted image) were analyzed.
Co-registration of functional images to the T1 image was
performed using boundary based registration based on a white
matter segmentation of the T1 image through epi_reg in FSL.
The MPRAGE structural scan was segmented using FreeSurfer
software; white matter regressors were used to remove unwanted
physiological components. Software was written in gfortran to
compute a 68x68 correlation matrix which was used in the Brain
Connectivity Toolbox. This 68x68 correlation matrix was made
by finding the cross correlation between the fMRI time series
signal between brain regions where each of the 68 brain regions
was parcelled using the cortical regions of the MORI atlas (40).
The individual space of the fMRI scan was coregistered to this
atlas using FSL FLIRT software.
To conduct Graph Theory Analysis, we used matlab software
FDOOHG³%UDLQ&RQQHFWLYLW\7RROER[´ https://sites.google.com/
site/bctnet/construction in order to perform the complex network
analysis/graph theory analysis as described in (13). Clustering
coefficients for the nodes in the Cingulate Operculum (CO)
network (13, 41) were calculated using this toolbox because of
our ongoing programmatic research on self-regulated learning.
For this regional analysis we chose brain regions in this network
based on important prior research (42) demonstrating the
importance of the cingulo-opercular (CO) network in language
processing. The CO network is one of the reproducible
functionally-connected resting-state networks, is thought to be
involved in cognitive control during task performance, and is
believed to detect errors in behavior, thereby signaling the
possible need for cognitive strategy adjustment (43). The
cingulo- opercular network displays increased activity
ISSN 2377-2700 | www.jnsci.org/content/350
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Research Question 1: Behavioral Assessment Results for
Response to Writing Instruction (RTI)

Only one handwriting measure-copying LQ RQH¶V EHVW
handwriting a sentence-- met the p-value criterion set for
controlling for multiple comparisons for a significant time effect, F
(1, 37)=46.21, p<.001, eta2=.56, that is, evidence of response to
instruction. The measure of oral sentence syntax construction also
met the p-value criterion set for controlling for multiple
comparisons for a significant time effect, F (1, 37)=15.60, p<.001,
eta2=.30, that is, evidence of response to instruction, and a
diagnostic group effect, F (3, 37)=8.04, p<.001, eta2=.40. Both the
measure of dictated spelling, F (3, 37)=11.57, p<.001, eta2=. 49,
and the measure of creating a correct word-specific spelling, which
is an analog of the fMRI spelling task, F (3, 28)=8.85, p<.001,
eta2=. 49, also showed a significant diagnostic group effect. On the
dictated spelling measure the dyslexia group showed the least
improvement from before to after instruction; on the creating a
word-specific spelling measure (by adding a letter), only the
dyslexia group did not improve. See means in Table 1. However,
the diagnostic group x time interaction was not significant. See
Table-1 note for indicators of response to instruction based on time
effects significant at p <.05 or p<.01.

Figure 1. This correlation matrix map of 68x68 dimensions was made
from the 68 cortical brain regions during the writing spelling task of a
typical writer in the control group.

Research Question 2a: Results for White Matter Diffusion
Tensor Imaging (DTI) RTI

For DTI results for different indicators of white matter integrity, see
Table 2 for Radial Diffusivity (RD), Table 3 for Axial Diffusivity
(AD), and Table 4 for Mean Diffusivity (MD).
Radial Diffusivity (RD). Two brain regions--anterior corona
radiata, F(1, 37)=12.15, p<.001, eta2= .25, and superior frontal
region, F(1, 37)=7.85, p<.001, eta2= .18,--showed significant
time effects, that is, evidence of response to instruction. See
Table 2 for the means at time 1 and at time 2 for each of the
diagnostic groups in these regions. However, no diagnostic group
x time interactions were significant for RD. See Table 2 note for
seven time effects for RD that were significant at p <.05 or
p<.01 but not p<.001.
Axial Diffusivity (AD). Four brain regions--superior corona
radiata, F(1, 37)=22.04, p<.001, eta2= .42, superior frontal region,
F(1, 37)=21.81, p<.001, eta2= .37, middle frontal region, F(1,
37)=17.01, p<.001, eta2= .32, and superior longitudinal
fasciculus, F(1, 37)=20.70, p<.001, eta2= 1.00,-- showed
significant time effects, that is, evidence of response to
instruction. See Table 3 for the means at time 1 and at time 2 for
AD in each of the diagnostic groups in these regions. However,
none of diagnostic group x time interactions were significant at
p<.001. See Table 3 note for six diagnostic group x time
interactions that were significant at p<.05 or p<.01.

Figure 2. A representative functional brain network in a single
participant (typical writer in control group), thresholded at 10% sparsity.
Colors correspond to r-values. This figure was generated using BrainNet
viewer (https://www.nitrc.org/ projects/bnv).

Mean Diffusivity (MD). Five brain regions--anterior corona
radiata, F(1, 37)=13.29, p<.001, eta2= .26, superior corona
radiata, F(1, 37)=12.81, p<.001, eta2= .25, superior frontal region,
F(1, 37)=18.28, p<.001, eta2= .33, middle frontal region, F(1,
37)=13.80, p<.001, eta2=.40, and superior longitudinal
fasciculus, F(1, 37)=15.38, p<.001, eta2= .29,-- showed
significant time effects, that is, evidence of response to
instruction. See Table 4 for the means at time 1 and at time 2 for
MD in each of the diagnostic groups in these regions. However,
no diagnostic group x time interactions were significant at
p<.001. See Table 4 note for four diagnostic group x time
interactions that were significant at p<.05 or p<.01.

Results
To control for multiple comparisons for a particular brain region,
p was set at a conservative < .001 for drawing conclusions about
DTI indicators or cluster coefficients in the current study.
However, to stimulate future research that evaluates if findings
replicate to provide converging evidence across studies (81),
results significant at p<.05 or .01 are reported in Tables 1-5
notes for comparison with findings in future research studies
with larger samples and other samples of students with persisting
SLDs-WL beyond the beginning years of elementary school.
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Table 1. Means (Standard Deviations) for Written (Handwriting and Spelling) and Oral (Sentence Formulation) Language
Achievement from Before to After Computerized Lessons.
Time 1
Time 2
Test
Control
Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
OWL LD
Control
Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
OWL LD
Alphabet 15z (a)
-.98 (.67)
-1.57 (.41)
-1.46 (.62)
-1.54 (.47)
-.09 (.54)
-1.42 (.87)
-.98 (.91)
-1.57 (.26)
Copy Best (b)
12.43 (2.70)
8.10 (3.28)
8.88 (3.59)
8.29 (4.50)
12.43 (3.16)
9.40 (2.78)
10.53 (3.39)
8.14 (4.56)
WIAT Spell (c)
106.86 (14.92) 96.00 (20.17) 82.59 (11.11)
70.86 (9.63) 109.43 (14.27) 101.00 (19.87)
83.71 (8.48)
73.00 (6.14)
TOC Spell (d)
9.00 (3.16)
10.81 (3.09)
9.20 (2.44)
6.40 (2.30)
10.00 (3.56)
11.75 (4.33)
9.00 (2.36)
7.20 (.84)
Form Sent
11.14 (4.38)
8.90 (3.81)
11.77 (1.86)
5.86 (1.57)
12.00 (1.83)
11.60 (2.68)
12.29 (1.36)
9.43 (2.64)
Note. Effects not significant at p<.001.
(a) Time Effect, F (1, 36)=7.61, p<.01, eta2=.17; Diagnostic Group Effect, F(3, 36)=5.35, p<.01, eta2=.31.
(b) Diagnostic Group Effect, F(3, 37)=3.05, p<.05, eta2=.20.
(c) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=6.01, p<.05, eta2=.14.
(d) Time Effect, F (1, 28)=4.51, p<.05, eta2=.14.
Table 2. Means (Standard Deviations) for Radial Diffusivity (RD) in Left Brain Regions
Time 1
Brain Region
Control Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
OWL LD
Control
Superior Frontal Gyrus LGM (a)
4.87 (.19)
4.70 (.47)
4.89 (.32)
4.79 (.26)
4.75 (.26)
Anterior Corona Radiata
5.35 (.61)
5.33 (.58)
5.51 (.41)
5.13 (.41)
5.37 (.57)
Superior Corona Radiata (b)
5.46 (.40)
5.46 (.39)
5.68 (.39)
5.29 (.48)
5.32 (.42)
Body Corpus Callosum (c)
4.72 (.50)
4.69 (.33)
4.87 (.39)
4.49 (.37)
4.59 (.45)
Superior Frontal Region
4.80 (.22)
4.75 (.42)
4.87 (.35)
4.62 (.25)
4.65 (.32)
Middle Frontal Region (d)
5.50 (.41)
5.57 (.42)
5.82 (.24)
5.41 (.63)
5.42 (.52)
Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus (e)
5.04 (.28)
5.01 (.36)
5.18 (.25)
4.94 (.34)
4.95 (.29)
Uncinate Tract (f)
5.71 (.46)
5.66 (.50)
5.99 (.59)
5.48 (.92)
5.61 (.59)
Mid Corpus Callosum (g)
4.72 (.50)
4.69 (.33)
4.87 (.39)
4.49 (.37)
4.59 (.45)
Note. Effects not significant at p<.001. When the label has region in the name, it also includes white matter.
(a) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=4.96, p<.05, eta2=.12.
(b) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.75, p<.05, eta2=.13.
(c) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.21, p<.05, eta2=.12.
(d) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.57, p<.05, eta2=.13.
(e) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.15, p<.05, eta2=.12.
(f) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=4.18, p<.05, eta2=.10.
(g) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.26, p<.05, eta2=.13.
Table 3. Means (Standard Deviations) for Axial Diffusivity (AD) in Left Brain Regions
Time 1
Brain Region
Control Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
OWL LD
Control
Superior Frontal Gyrus (a)
.97 (.92)
9.93 (.74) 11.03 (.69) 10.26 (.51) 10.43 (.46)
Precentral Gyrus (b)
9.74 (.91)
9.79 (.95) 10.93 (.59) 10.15 (.74) 10.38 (.81)
Superior Corona Radiata
10.57 (.44) 10.50 (.51) 10.41 (.44) 10.88 (.55) 10.40 (.42)
Body Corpus Callosum (c)
12.63 (.77) 12.76 (.37) 12.47 (.70) 12.82 (.55) 12.51 (.54)
Superior Frontal Region (d)
11.04 (.58) 11.30 (.41) 10.82 (.44) 11.41 (.52) 10.90 (.57)
Middle Frontal Region
10.79 (.27) 10.52 (.57) 10.32 (.55) 11.09 (.93) 10.51 (.67)
Precentral Region (e)
10.07 (.64) 11.17 (.54) 10.50 (.45) 10.58 (.73) 10.10 (.60)
Cortical Spinal Tract (f)
10.07 (.69) 11.14 (.47) 10.47 (.51) 10.56 (72) 10.06 (.65)
Cingulum Tract (g)
12.54 (.70) 12.40 (.41) 12.05 (.90) 12.57 (.67) 12.84 (.22)
Forceps Minor (h)
13.25 (.91) 13.13 (.77) 12.59 (1.29) 13.39 (.69) 13.72 (.28)
Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus (i)
10.35 (.36) 10.72 (.28) 10.21 (.37) 10.75 (.40) 10.33 (.48)
Uncinate Tract (j)
10.47 (.30) 10.11 (.94) 10.00 (.71) 10.52 (.49) 10.26 (.50)
Mid Corpus Callosum (k)
12.61 (.76) 12.75 (.37) 12.46 (. 70) 12.81 (.55) 12.50 (.53)
Note. Effects not significant at p<.001. When the label has region in the name, it also includes white matter.
(a) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=4.66, p<.05, eta2=.11; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37)=4.24, p<.01, eta2=.26.
(b) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.73, p<.05, eta2=.13; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37)=2.89, p<.05, eta2=.19.
(c) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=7.45, p<.01, eta2=.17.
(d) Time x Diagnostic Group, F (3, 37)=3.00, p<.05, eta2=.20.
(e) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=8.51, p<.01, eta2=.19; Diagnostic Group Effect, F (3, 37)=3.23, p<.05, eta2=.21;
Time x Diagnostic Group, F (3, 37)=4.24, p<.01, eta2=.26.
(f) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=7.98, p<.01, eta2=.18; Diagnostic Group Effect, F (3, 37)=2.98, p<.05, eta2=.20;
Time x Diagnostic Group, F (3, 37)=3.79, p<.05, eta2=.24.
(g) Diagnostic Group Effect, F (3, 37)=3.71, p<.05, eta2=.23.
(h) Diagnostic Group Effect, F (3, 37)=3.36, p<.05, eta2=.21.
(i) Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37)=6.06, p<.01, eta2=.33.
(j) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=5.27, p<.05, eta2=.13.
(k) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=7.50, p<.01, eta2=.17.
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Time 2
Dysgraphia
4.67 (.34)
5.09 (.55)
5.25 (.43)
4.54 (.35)
4.60 (.24)
5.30 (.34)
4.94 (.34)
5.48 (.50)
4.54 (.35)

Dyslexia
4.67 (.32)
5.12 (.48)
5.41 (.45)
4.54 (.40)
4.66 (.31)
5.47 (.38)
4.95 (.28)
5.64 (.43)
4.54 (.39)

OWL LD
4.56 (.24)
5.27 (.37)
5.43 (.29)
4.78 (.28)
4.67 (.07)
5.58 (.30)
4.94 (.11)
5.71 (.56)
4.78 (.28)

Dyslexia
10.26 (.50)
10.06 (.68)
10.24 (.21)
12.19 (.57)
10.71 (.45)
10.16 (.38)
10.41 (.48)
10.39 (.49)
11.84 (.59)
12.46 (.83)
10.14 (.35)
9.96 (.52)
12.17 (.57)

OWL LD
10.29 (.95)
10.16 (.29)
10.36 (.40)
12.50 (.27)
11.01 (.47)
10.42 (.48)
10.28 (.37)
10.24 (.36)
12.36 (.43)
13.24 (.53)
10.35 (.36)
10.09 (.41)
12.49 (.27)

Time 2
Dysgraphia
10.27 (.47)
10.04 (.51)
10.14 (.54)
12.14 (.41)
10.77 (.52)
10.23 (.62)
10.36 (.47)
10.32 (.50)
11.71 (.56)
12.32 (.83)
10.17 (.37)
9.74 (.82)
12.12 (.41)
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Table 4. Means (Standard Deviations) for Mean Diffusivity (MD) in Left Brain Regions
Time 1
Brain Region
Control Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
OWL LD
Control
Superior Frontal Gyrus (a)
6.93 (.23)
6.55 (.21)
6.74 (.21)
6.52 (.30)
6.48 (.26)
Precentral Gyrus (b)
6.88 (.21)
6.54 (.33)
6.60 (.31)
6.73 (.38)
6.54 (.25)
Anterior Corona Radiata
7.53 (.42)
7.47 (.45)
7.69 (.21)
7.53 (.35)
7.59 (.29)
Superior Coronal Radiata
7.14 (.16)
7.11 (.29)
7.35 (.39)
6.99 (.34)
7.07 (.31)
Body Corpus Callosum (c)
7.40 (.41)
7.28 (.33)
7.52 (.30)
7.16 (.34)
7.27 (.35)
Superior Frontal Region
6.94 (.18)
6.97 (.27)
7.05 (.29)
6.71 (.16)
6.78 (.20)
Middle Frontal Region
7.17 (.21)
7.15 (.37)
7.58 (.34)
7.11 (.40)
7.21 (.33)
Precentral Region (d)
6.86 (.22)
6.59 (.29)
6.76 (.37)
6.55 (.20)
6.54 (.28)
Cortical Spinal Tract (e)
6.87 (.19)
6.58 (.29)
6.76 (.36)
6.55 (.21)
6.57 (.28)
Cingulate Tract (f)
7.50 (.56)
7.40 (.45)
7.81 (.22)
7.60 (.29)
7.54 (.43)
Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus (g)
6.94 (.18)
6.75 (.28)
7.03 (.25)
6.74 (.23)
6.74 (.20)
Uncinate Tract (h)
7.18 (.38)
7.10 (.38)
7.50 (.51)
7.08 (.54)
7.23 (.37)
Mid Corpus Callosum (i)
7.40 (.40)
7.28 (.33)
7.52 (.30)
7.16 (.34)
7.27 (.35)
Note. Effects not significant at p<.001. When the label has region in the name, it also includes white matter.
(a) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=8.55, p<.01, eta2=.19; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37)=4.11, p<.01, eta2=.25.
(b) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=11.19, p<.01, eta2=.23; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37) 2.93, p<.05, eta2=.19.
(c) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=8.61, p<.01, eta2=.19.
(d) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=10.73, p<.01, eta2=.23.
(e) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=11.59, p<.01, eta2=.24; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37)=3.00, p<.05, eta2=.20.
(f) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=4.78, p<.05, eta2=.29.
(g) Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 37)=3.02, p<.05, eta2=.20.
(h) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=6.42, p<.05, eta2=.15.
(i) Time Effect, F (1, 37)=8.68, p<.01, eta2=.19.

Time 2
Dysgraphia
6.53 (.32)
6.53 (.32)
7.18 (.36)
6.88 (.28)
7.07 (.23)
6.65 (.26)
6.94 (.35)
6.55 (.28)
6.54 (.29)
7.20 (.45)
6.68 (.26)
6.90 (.35)
7.07 (.23)

Dyslexia
6.53 (.23)
6.15 (.27)
7. 21 (.35)
7.02 (.27)
7.09 (.31)
6.68 (.19)
7.03 (.29)
6.52 (.21)
6.54 (.22)
7.21 (.32)
6.68 (.23)
7.08 (.32)
7.08 (.31)

Table 5. Means (Standard Deviations) for Graph Cluster Coefficients in fMRI Connectivity (Gray Matter) on Writing Tasks
Time 1
Time 2
Brain Task/Brain Region
Control Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
OWL LD
Control Dysgraphia
Dyslexia
Handwriting-Writing Next Letter in Alphabet
Left Lateral Cingulate Gyrus (a)
.024 (.026) .057 (.016) .022 (.04) .086 (.09) .028 (.06) .074 (.18) .011 (.02)
Spelling-Fill in Blank
Left Lateral Cingulate Gyrus (b)
.024 (.025) .075 (.103) .022 (.050) .341 (.636) .089 (.138) .017 (.040) .017 (.026)
Left Inferior Cingulate Gyrus (Hippocampus) (c) .016 (.04) .000 (.000) .002 (.06) .000 (.000) .000 (.000) .000 (.000) .000 (.000)
Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (d)
.202 (.208) .191 (.143) .148 (.169) .030 (.035) .220 (.136) .099 (.138) .175 (.182)
Note. Effects not significant at p<.001.
(a) Time Effect, F (1, 36)=6.77, p<.01, eta2=.16; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 36)=4.55, p<.01, eta2=.27.
(b) Time Effect, F (1, 36)=4.99, p<.01, eta2=.29.
(c) Group Effect, F (3, 36)=3.04, p<.05, eta2=.20; Time x Diagnostic Group, F(3, 36)=3.72, p<.05, eta2=.24.
(d) Time Effect, F (1, 36)=9.85, p<.01, eta2=.22.
Research Question 2b: Results for Gray Matter fMRI
Connectivity Clustering Coefficient RTI

OWL LD
.539 (.65)
.152 (.108)
.074 (.148)
.648 (.328)

parameter measures for these analyses were selected based on the
analyses related to research questions 2a, 2b, and 2 c. For the fMRI
clustering coefficient, one target region was left lateral cingulate
which had shown significant effects at p<.01 on both the alphabet
handwriting task and the spelling fill in the blank task, which
requires writing a letter, and the right inferior frontal gyrus for
which there was a significant diagnostic group x time interaction at
p<.001.
The target DTI parameters, which were not task dependent,
remained the same for all correlations. For the RD indicator of
white matter integrity, the two target regions were left anterior
corona radiata and left superior frontal region. For the AD
indicator of white matter integrity, the four target regions were
left superior corona radiata, left superior frontal region, left
middle frontal region, and left superior longitudinal fasciculus.
For the MD the five target regions were left anterior corona
radiata, left superior corona radiata, left superior frontal region,
left middle frontal region, and left superior longitudinal
fasciculus. The correlations were performed on the whole sample
because the power was not sufficient for correlations for single
diagnostic groups. Of interest were the correlations at time 1 and
at time 2 between gray matter fMRI clustering coefficients and
the target DTI indicators of white matter integrity.

fMRI alphabet writing task. The diagnostic group effect was
significant, F(3, 36)=10.02, p<.001, eta2=46, in left lateral
cingulate gyrus. See Table 5 for means. See Table 5 note for a
diagnostic group x time interaction on fMRI alphabet writing
task that is significant at p<.01.
fMRI spelling task. For this task which requires creating a wordspecific spelling by writing a missing letter, the diagnostic group
x time effect was significant, F (3, 36)=8.62, p<.001, eta2=.42,
in right inferior frontal gyrus. See Table 5 for means. See Table
5 note for graph cluster coefficient results significant at p<.05 or
.01 in three brain regions on the spelling fill in the blank task.
Research Question 2c: Correlations between DTI and fMRI
Connectivity Clustering Coefficient Measures

Correlations were performed between fMRI connectivity cluster
coefficients and DTI parameters for RD, AD, or MD at both
time 1 and time 2 brain scanning. Neural networks draw on the
joint maturation of white matter and gray matter (83) and so may
the brain¶V UHVSRQVH WR LQVWUXFWLRQ GXULQJ OHDUQLQJ 7KH '7,
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6.75 (.12)
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7.35 (.23)
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Alphabet Handwriting fMRI Task

morphology (bases and affixes before and after bases) and then
on cross-code interrelationships among phonology, orthography,
and morphology in spelling words. Some learning activities were
designed to help students with OWL LD order written words to
construct word sequences in sentence syntax (both oral and
written). Not only the OWL LD group but also the dysgraphia
group may have scored lower on oral sentence formation because of
difficulty with ordering items, which those with dysgraphia may
experience beyond just sequencing strokes in forming letters; they
may also experience difficulty in sequencing letters to spell words
and sequencing words to create syntax.

Results of the correlational analyses between the fMRI gray
matter clustering coefficient in left lateral cingulate gyrus for
this handwriting task (see Table 5) and a target DTI indicator of
white matter integrity showed that at Time 1 the only significant
gray matter-white matter correlations for alphabet writing were
between left lateral cingulate gyrus and MD in left superior
frontal white matter, r=.35, p=.03, or MD in left superior
longitudinal fasciculus, r=.35, p=.03. At Time 2, however, the
only significant correlation between the same gray matter fMRI
clustering coefficient (left lateral cingulate gyrus) and a target
DTI indicator was with MD in left superior frontal white matter.
Following writing instruction the magnitude of the correlation
and significance level improved, r=.40, p=.01.

Research Questions 2a, 2b, and 2c

During the past 25 years, beginning with the Decade of the Brain in
1990, many imaging studies have shown changes following
instruction in brain locations (regions of interest) or connectivity
from a seed with another brain region. However, in this study the
overall results (significant at p<.001 and in the Tables 1-5 notes)
show effects of instruction on changes in DTI (three white matter
integrity indicators) and gray matter clustering coefficients on
specific fMRI writing tasks. So do the correlations between
gray matter clustering coefficients and DTI white matter
integrity indicators both before and after the specialized writing
instruction but more so after. Of interest, differences in three
indicators of white matter integrity (RD, AD, and MD) were
found in the left superior frontal region; and two indicators of
white matter integrity (RD and MD) in left anterior corona
radiata, and (AD and MD) in left superior corona radiata, left
middle frontal region, and left superior longitudinal fasciculus.
That is, changes in white matter integrity indicators occurred
across DTI indicators in the same brain regions. Also of
interest, significant diagnostic group effects were observed on
both alphabet letter writing and creation of word- specific
spelling during scanning in the left lateral cingulate gyrus, a
brain region associated with executive functions and selfregulation. Collectively, the findings show that brain white matter
integrity and gray matter clustering coefficient measures may
show response to writing instruction.
Furthermore, following instruction, the functional network
clustering coefficient in left lateral cingulate gyrus during the fMRI
alphabet writing task (an index of orthographic loop of working
memory) became significantly correlated at conventional levels
with MD in superior frontal gyrus. In addition, following
instruction, the right inferior frontal gray matter graph clustering
coefficient during the fMRI spelling fill in the blank task (an index
of word- specific spelling) became significantly correlated at
conventional levels with MD in left anterior corona radiata.
Although neither of these correlations met the p <.001 criterion of
significance, they do provide suggestive evidence to pursue in
future research regarding effects of writing instruction on brain
RTI. Also, these correlations suggest a relationship between gray
matter brain RTI and white matter RTI but do not prove causal
relationships. Nevertheless, they provide clues about the brain
bases for cognitive writing research findings supporting the mind
(cognition)-hand (writing) link (82).

Spelling - Fill in the Blank fMRI Task

Results of the correlational analyses showed that at time 1 the
gray matter clustering coefficient in the right inferior frontal
gyrus was significantly correlated with AD in left superior
frontal white matter, r=.37, p=.02, and at time 2 the same graph
cluster in right inferior frontal gyrus was still significantly
correlated with AD in left superior frontal white matter, r=.32,
p=.05. However, after instructional intervention, three other gray
matter-white matter correlations emerged at time 2 for graph
cluster in right inferior frontal gyrus with MD in left anterior
corona radiata, r=.43, p=.006; with MD in left superior corona
radiata, r=.34, p=.03; and with MD in left middle frontal region,
r=.33, p=.047. Of these, the magnitude of the correlation and
level of significance was greater for right inferior frontal gyrus
graph cluster and MD in anterior corona radiata. Brain imaging
studies, for example (84), have reported converging evidence for
the orthographic coding of written words in right inferior frontal
gyrus for students with and without SLDs-WL.
Research Question 3
That more of the time effects than the diagnostic group x time
effects were significant at p<.001 shows that all the diagnostic
groups including the typical controls often responded to the
same instruction aimed at all levels of language. These levels
included the ones with hallmark impairments associated with
each of the specific learning disabilities included in the current
study ² dysgraphia (subword), dyslexia (word), and OWL LD
(syntax).

Discussion
Research Question 1

Overall the behavioral results support RTI at the behavioral level
RI DQDO\VLV IRU RQH¶V EHVW KDQGZULWLQJ RQ D FRS\ WDVN DQG
creation of oral sentence syntax, but less so for spelling in
dyslexia. The technology supported instruction was specially
designed to teach to all levels of language involved in writing
close in time²ranging from subword letter formation, to word
spelling, to syntax construction. It was also uniquely tailored to
the learning needs of specific kinds of writing disabilities in
that at least one set of learning activities in each lesson set was
directed to a hallmark impairment of one of the specific
diagnoses (25). Some learning activities were designed to help
students with dysgraphia focus on the sequence of forming
component strokes in letters and sequence of retrieving letters
in alphabetic order. Some learning activities were designed to
help students with dyslexia develop awareness of different
units of sequential sounds in heard and spoken words, units of
sequential letters in read and written words, and units of
ISSN 2377-2700 | www.jnsci.org/content/350

Research Question 3

Results showing main effects for time without any main effects for
diagnostic group or time by diagnostic group interaction provide
support for the prediction that computerized lessons designed to
teach to all levels of language close in time can help all students-not only those with different kinds of SLDs affecting
different levels of writing impairment but also typical writers. At a
time in education when teachers are expected to optimize the
achievement of all students and resources for individualizing
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instruction may be limited, it is encouraging that teachers can
meet the instructional needs of both those with and without
SLDs in writing with specially designed instruction grounded in
the language levels of the functional writing system.

behavioral level of analysis (see results in Table 1) but have
invisible problems in white matter integrity (see Tables 2, 3, and 4)
or in gray matter functional connectivity (see Table 5). That is,
documenting visible behavioral RTI alone does not guarantee
invisible brain RTI or even that brain RTI is comparable for white
matter or gray matter or their relationships. These findings and their
implications are significant for both educational/clinical practice
and basic science. Hopefully the current study will stimulate future
research on this issue in students with and without specific writing
disabilities who otherwise are typically developing learners.

Conclusion
The results also have implications for current controversies
regarding the identification of students with SLDs and assessing
their progress. One view is that identification should be based on
assessing who does and does not respond to instruction provided
for all students. However, the current results show that
evaluating response to instruction (RTI) on both behavioral and
brain data provides a richer understanding of the complexities
involved in processing and producing written language.
Alternative views are that comprehensive behavioral assessment
should be administered and that evidence-based assessment
should be performed for differential diagnosis of SLDs, for
example, using a model of cascading levels of language
impairment (14). The current findings raise the issue that a
student may appear to be responding visibly to instruction at the
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